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Synopsis

This unique volume explores such themes as the political and economic forces that cause immigration; the alienation and uprootedness that often follow relocation; and the difficult questions of citizenship and assimilation.
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Customer Reviews

The content of this book is derived primarily from first-person narratives and other primary source historical documents. These writings offer the reader a great deal to consider when thinking about the role of Americans in history. The narratives are moving and thought provoking, and really force the reader to reconsider what it really means to be an American. Questions abound about why we aren't told these stories in school, particularly regarding the role this country has played in the lives of other nations. A real "based on a true story" book!

Book was as advertised - in excellent condition - service was quick. Thank you. I selected this title to add to my genealogy library because it offered the best coverage of the historiographical issues together with an excellent range of primary source materials. Taken together this title will give someone tracing his or her family history a sense of the importance of the historical context.

I used this book about four years ago in an upper-division college course and really enjoyed it. However, I see that the paperback version now costs well over $60. Not sure why the price of the
book increased so dramatically. However, because of the cost, I will not use it for my class in the spring.

I am very pleased with my purchase, I will use .com in the very near future for my textbook needs; the quality and the price was right in my budget. Thank you.
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